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**Just Jots and Jolts**

By BARBARA HENDRICKS

The Euclid Observer goes to press, and the first thing that comes to mind is a story of the week. It's a tale of two stories that I think would make a good newspaper headline: "Newspaper Heads to Press, First Thing That Comes to Mind is a Story of the Week."

It all started with a report of a recent murder in the city of Euclid. The police were investigating the scene, and it seemed like everyone in town was talking about it. I went to the crime scene to get some quotes for the newspaper, and I couldn't help but notice how everyone seemed so much more engaged than usual.

I decided to write an article about the investigation, and as I was typing away, I couldn't help but think about how much more serious the topic at hand seemed to be. It was a reminder of how much we take for granted in our everyday lives.

There was also a story about a local business that was facing some tough times. The owner had been trying to keep the place open for as long as possible, but it seemed like everything was falling apart.

I decided to write an article about the business, and as I was typing away, I couldn't help but think about how much more serious the topic at hand seemed to be. It was a reminder of how much we take for granted in our everyday lives.

I hope you enjoy reading these stories as much as I enjoyed writing them. Thanks for reading, and have a great week.

---

**Mayor Displays Frenzy**

Firemen Drunk
On Arrival At Blaze, Charge

By HANS J. HENSE

The flames of the fire that raged in the Cleveland Heights home of Mr. and Mrs. John Smith on Wednesday night were not the only ones that were ignited that evening. Firemen, who arrived on the scene only to find the blaze well under control, were themselves the source of much of the commotion.

Charges that two firemen were intoxicated when they arrived at the scene were made by Mr. Smith, who stated that the firemen were "drunk as hell." He said he had seen the firemen go to a bar in the neighborhood and drink all evening.

The firemen, who were among the first to arrive on the scene, were quoted as saying that they were "too drunk to even see the fire." They were also quoted as saying that they "thought the fire was just a joke." When asked why they had not reported the fire sooner, they replied that they thought it was just a prank.

The fire department was forced to send a second unit to the scene, and the situation was finally brought under control.

---

**Sincerity of Man Drafted For Mayor's Job Impresses Reporter**

By J. A. RHEIN

The sincerity of the man drafted for the job of Mayor of Euclid, Mr. John Smith, was on full display when he appeared before the City Council last week.

Mr. Smith, who is currently serving as a city councilman, was chosen by Mayor Richard Rhee to fill the vacancy created by the retirement of Mayor Richard Rhee.

Mr. Smith, who has been a resident of Euclid for 20 years, has been active in local politics and has served on several committees.

---

**Grover Pleads For Approval Of School Tax**

By J. A. RHEIN

Grover Ford, the city councilman who has been a vocal opponent of the school tax, appeared before the City Council last week to ask for its approval.

Mr. Ford, who is a strong supporter of tax reform, said that the school tax is unfair and that it should be replaced with a property tax.

The city council, however, was not swayed by Mr. Ford's arguments and voted to approve the school tax.

---

**Civic League Endorses Sins And Ticket**

By J. A. RHEIN

The Civic League of Euclid has endorsed the candidates for the City Council, saying that they are the best qualified to serve the city.

The league, which is composed of local citizens, has a long history of supporting candidates for city office.

---

**Health Center Makes Report**

By J. A. RHEIN

The health center reported that it has been providing free medical care to the residents of Euclid for the past year.

The center, which is located in the old Euclid Hotel, has been funded by local businesses and individuals.

---

**Page Ad Presents Coalition Ticket in Current Issue**

By J. A. RHEIN

The coalition ticket, which is supported by a number of local organizations, is running in the upcoming City Council election.

The ticket, which is headed by Mr. John Smith, has made a number of promises to the voters, including the removal of the school tax and the improvement of the city's parks.

---

**Soviet Declaration of War!**

By J. A. RHEIN

The Soviet Union has declared war on the United States, according to a report from a trusted source.

The declaration of war comes as a surprise to many, as the two nations have had a peaceful relationship for many years.

---

**Prevailing Wage Law!**

By J. A. RHEIN

A prevailing wage law has been passed in the city of Euclid, which will ensure that workers are paid a fair wage.

The law, which was passed by the City Council, is supported by local unions and is expected to be a boon to the city's economy.

---

**Soviet Invasion!**

By J. A. RHEIN

The Soviet Union has launched a full-scale invasion of Europe, according to reports from eyewitnesses.

The invasion, which is being led by the Red Army, has taken the world by surprise and has caused a great deal of concern.
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LOBSTER
Served Every Day
FARRELL'S
28th East 6th Street
Parents Can Still Enroll in Classes
For Health Study
The Play House to Try Comedy
For Production in New York
Newark "Dinah" to Try for Audition
Charities Group Elects Officers, Trustees at Meet
Cleveland Orchestra Announces Winter Season
Bankrupt Stock of Points, Enamels
Certificates, Associated House Owners;
All Kind of Steel Price Producers, Laidlaw, Flozell, Federal, Five Dollar Steel Co.
ALCOHOLIC MAN MURDERED AT "FOOTBALL" GAME
Other News
FAC to Hear Jal Counselor
We Hope It Is Approved

POUR weeks ago we urged voters of the county to lend their support to the 2-cent welfare and relief levy which was placed in the ballot at Cleveland's primary.

We were then in agreement advanced by the Clyde Tax League that it would be most desirable to have all tax levies submitted at the one time and at the one election.

Recently as the levy failed to obtain a 66 per cent majority required by law in the September election, it must be withdrawn and all other tax proposals at the general election.

We pointed out in our previous editorial on the issue that the humane problem in our opinion transgressed all other arguments.

The tax league declares the levy is too large, asserts that instead of giving the taxpayers the benefit of savings resulting from decreases in welfare expenses, the county commis- sioners propose to increase other expenditures including some that are not strictly welfare.

"We will fight this levy again," they declared, "and hope to win a more favorable result.

"Just as any city council, "they added, "the city council is a strong organization and it is important that the people support the position, which is not opposed to welfare in any way. We are opposed to the size of the welfare levy, because it is being used to support too much waste, inefficiency and general paupers.

In some of the county offices, the levy has been made necessary by a large increase in the cost of labor, particularly in the courts.

In this opinion we do not applaud the city council's policies and politics substantially.

The present commissioners inaugurate an economy campaign when they first took office and have increased the county's expenses in the operation of their offices, at the same time urging economy on the part of other county departments. There are the same commissioners who are asking renewal of the welfare levy.

These same officials in whose departments waste is apparent and whose expenditures the commissioners call unnecessary will do well to consider the results of the votes of taxpayers against unnecessary spending.

It is true that the levy is not the only indication of the ills of humanity existing today, but it is a good indication of its existence for the taxes of the county are limited and the cost of the ballot is minimal.

The county of Cleveland is a large one and its government is a large one.

The economy is the greatest benefit to the average citizen of the county and the citizens of the county are the ones who pay the expense of the county.

For their sake, we hope the levy is approved.

Halloween Mischief

Too often mischief tolerated at the Halloween period in communities and enterprises shows itself. Trucking in fake fire alarms, removal of scarce, gage and other property is causing severe damage about the streets, letting air out of tires and cutting into buildings, etc.

Another frequent cause of trouble is the knowledge that you can get a new model with the part with the old one.
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VACATION days may be over for some of you good peo-
ple but there still seem to be a lot of going places.
... and the George S. C. Croft
City... the Town of Trips to... are in the
sidebars of New York and other
places.
Then try the Beechwood House in Rapides Parish, La., where they offer a
deal at the Bar...or the Chateau in
New Orleans, Miss., with a table set
for dinner.
Hope you have a good vacation this year.

BETTER CLEANING FOR LESS

Ladies' Dresses, Coats, Hats,
Men's Suits, Coats, Hats, Ties

We invite You to Come in

Buckeye Dry Cleaning Co.

130 E. Market St. Phone: 381-2334

TIME TO PUT UP STORM SHUTTERS

ENJOY WINTER COMFORT. SAVE FUEL.

Dille Road Lumber Co.

1100 Dille Road

ANNOUNCING

the appointment of

WALTER P. GOCKEL MOTORS, Inc.

14461 Euclid Ave.

as Packard dealers

You are invited to visit their new quarters and inspect the new 1938 Packard
models now on display. One of the largest and most complete parts and
service departments in northern Ohio assures Packard owners the finest type of
service.

Arrange to Give Your Next Party Here

When the question of where to hold the next party arises, keep in mind that
there's no other spot in the Heights-East Cleveland district with the facilities for
putting on fine banquets and dinners like those served at Nela Stone Cafe. This
popular restaurant at 2167 Nela Rd. tops 'em all.

George Dickinson, D.D.S.
MARTIN HOSPITAL

"We Just Heard-

some news from the south this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace B. Martin, parents of Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Martin, of
Cleveland Heights, announce the marriage of their daughter, Mr. and Mrs. V. B.
Martin, to Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Martin, of Cleveland Heights.

There were no church services this week at the Heights-East Cleveland district
of the Methodist church.

RADIOLAND

Buymen only on Proof of Sale.

NEWSWEEKLY

HEAR THE NEW

MOTOROLA

RADIO FOR THE HOME

Featuring:
THE "TALKING" Dial
ELECTRIC NETWORK TUNES
NOISELESS AMPLIFICATION
ACOUSTIC MIRRORS
ELECTRIC VOLUME CONTROL
ACOUSTIC ELECTRIC AUTO ATTUNERS
ALL-ELECTRIC CONVEYOR
BLAST CONTROL
BACKGROUND MUSIC

AS LOW AS $54.95 EASY TERMS

Credit Extended
Easy Payments

GENERAL APPLIANCE SALES
OPEN EVENINGS

1535 Hayden Ave. GL 3545
Pensioners to Organize Unit, Protest Against Check Delays

A call to all people drawing pensions from the state of Ohio has been issued by Raymond J. Jeffreys of Cleveland, who is a member of Cleveland's Public Employees Organization. Jeffreys, who is a member of the Ohio Old Age Pensioners Society, which has 13,000 members in Ohio, will address the group Thursday night in a meeting at the Senior Citizens Center, 1571 West 3rd St., Cleveland. The meeting will begin at 7:30 p.m.

The group plans to protest against late check delays and other problems. Jeffreys, who is also a member of the Ohio Old Age Pensioners Society, said the group will form a unit to represent the interests of pensioners.

Chapter 7

THE MOON WAS GOOD

WONDER what The Moon's got up to after he climbed down from the Hard Rock Hotel? Maybe he's listening to his favorite song or reading a good book. Or maybe he's just taking a stroll under the stars.

In the next chapter, we'll find out what happens next. Stay tuned!

Clothes and Charm

BY MAROLYN DEARING

We all know that grandmother loved a beaded hat, and that she probably hadn't had a good hat in years. It's a far cry from the days when she could buy a hat at a dime store.

But that's the way it is. You can't buy a hat for a dollar anymore. You have to pay at least a buck for a good hat.

A hat that fits well and is comfortable is a must. But it also has to be fashionable. And it has to be made of good materials.

Clothing is an art form. Just look at the way people wear their clothes today. It's a reflection of their personality. And it's a way to express themselves.

The same can be said for hats. They are not just functional items, but they are also an integral part of a person's image.

Sewing Centers

OFFER FREE INSTRUCTIONS ON SPECIAL DRESS FINISHES

Singer Sewing Machine Co.

10011 S. Ohio Ave. 7373 E. Broadway

2125 Tewes - 4175 Front

FISHER BROs.

Michigan Coal Co. 6816

We've been sewing for years, but there's something special about doing it yourself. It's a skill that's not just useful, but it's also fun.

Sewing is a relaxing activity. It's a way to pass the time and do something productive at the same time. It's also a great way to learn new skills.

At our sewing center, we offer free instructions on special dress finishes. Whether you're a beginner or an experienced sewer, we can help you.

DeVAND FUNERAL HOME

DAVIS H. JONES

D. W. INAGAR

500 S. Division Ave.

We are a family-owned business that has been serving the community for generations. Our funeral home is a warm and welcoming place, where we can accommodate all your needs.

We offer a wide range of services, including cremation, burial, and home visits. We understand that every family is different, and we are here to help you.

Fall and Winter Coatings

25.95 per Yard

Available in 54 inches Wide.

Works great for Greenwich Coats. The perfect blend of rich, dark colors and modern textures. These coatings are perfect for both winter and fall.

The May Company Fabrics... Fourth Floor
Euclid Needs a Change!

The Coalition Party
Pledges Government That Is
- Clean
- Efficient
- Economical

Under the regime of

Kenneth J. Sims
Attorney
Coalition Party Candidate for Mayor

Stop Corruption = Elect Sims Mayor!

The Coalition Party